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Abstract 

Creative group work can be enhanced by digital curation, i.e., the collaborative activity of 

collecting and organizing Web resources. Both convergent processes in organization (e.g., a consistent 

annotation of topically related resources) and divergent processes of mutual stimulation (e.g., 

annotations pointing towards new topics) drive this activity. The focus of the present study was on 

digital curation at the workplace and particularly, the cognitive effects of social cues (tag-based 

annotations) on the relationship between convergent and divergent processes. By revealing others’ 

thoughts, we assumed social tags to increase the relative strengths of previously weak (mental) 

associations to a topic, giving rise to an increased ideational fluency (ability to produce a steadier 

stream of associations to a topic) and a decreased tagging consistency (tendency to choose similar tags 

for resources of a given topic).  

A first goal was to find evidence for this hypothesized fluency-consistency tradeoff by 

observing ideational fluency and tagging consistency of 18 employees performing a work-integrated 

information search under both collaborative and individual conditions (i.e., with and without social 

cues). A second goal was to compensate for the expected inconsistencies under collaborative 

conditions by means of automatic tag recommendation mechanisms (TRM) – a popular strategy to 

support consistent tag choices by suggesting already used tags. Besides applying a conventional most 

popular tags (MPT) approach, we evaluated a new mechanism called SoMe. It keeps a memory of an 

employee’s former tag-topic associations and generates both familiar and semantically matching 

recommendations by simulating a search of this employee-specific memory model in response to a 

given set of resource topics. Our results revealed higher levels of ideational fluency and lower levels 

of tagging consistency under collaborative than individual search conditions. Further, both TRM 

reached sufficiently high tag acceptance rates, where a significant SoMe advantage emerged under the 

collaborative condition. 

 This study demonstrates social cues of digital curation to support creative thinking by 

increasing ideational fluency. In line with the fluency-consistency tradeoff, however, such cues also 

reduce the consistency in annotating (tagging) topically related resources. The attempt to model 

underlying associations that get shaped during curation appears as an effective strategy to implement a 

TRM helping to curb inconsistency, the undesired counterpart of ideational fluency.  
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1 Introduction 

In our present push-and-pull economy (e.g., Hagel, Brown & Davison, 2010), competences are 

composed punctually in ad-hoc projects to deliver products meeting current trends. By embedding 

individual thoughts into a collaboration setting, social software plays a key role within such a 

composition in its attempt to come up with innovative product designs. An example scenario would be 

an interdisciplinary blend of people in product or organization development trying to pick up recent 

trends in a given field (e.g., ‘workspace design’) and to deliver new kinds of solutions. Research on 

conditions of creativity (e.g., Walberg & Arian, 2011) suggests that innovative solutions require an 

extensive preparation period to explore available information that – after a phase of incubation – can 

be exploited and recombined in new and useful ways. For preparing problem-relevant information, a 

shared Web environment, e.g., social bookmarking system is well suited as it allows for digital 

curation, i.e., conducting a collaborative information search where participants collect and organize 

topic-related resources on the Web (e.g., articles, videos, etc.; e.g., Kerne et al., 2014). The shared 

environment and the different backgrounds help group members become aware of new perspectives 

and mutually stimulate ideas “to increase one’s potential for realizing creativity” (Linder, Snodgrass & 

Kerne, 2014, p. 2411).   

A functionality that should further drive mutual stimulation during search and learning is 

social tagging – the collective activity of tagging (i.e., indexing) topics of shared resources. Reasons 

for this assumption can be found, for instance, in the empirical study of Fu et al. (2010) who 

demonstrate tags to act as semantic primes and affect other users’ reflections on a given resource. 

Furthermore, the study of Schweiger et al. (2014) reveals that social tags running counter to individual 

reflections can trigger cognitive conflicts and induce users to adopt an opposing perspective. Beyond 

that, experiments on episodic learning during tag-based navigation (e.g., Seitlinger, Ley & Albert, 

2015) show that the cognitive effects of tag-mediated, mutual stimulations are not ephemeral 

phenomena but cause long-term changes of mental associations. 

We therefore expect the functionality of social tagging to influence learning processes during 

digital curation, in particular, to facilitate the propagation and appropriation of diverse thoughts and 

ideas about a given topic. Research on the design of computer-supported creative group work (e.g., 

Sauder & Jin, 2016) stresses the importance of functionalities supporting the process of prompting – a 

type of collaborative stimulation affecting an individual’s retrieval from memory. Beyond that, 

Sarmiento & Stahl (2009) argue that group creativity is in a constant need of bridging inter-subjective 

discontinuities to co-construct a shared problem understanding and thus, to benefit from functionalities 

that allow team members to perform ‘indexical referencing’, i.e., “to point to or index ideas and 

artifacts in the evolving problem space” (Sarmiento & Stahl, 2009, p. 492). For reasons indicated 

above, we assume social tagging to implement both functionalities (i.e., prompting and indexical 
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referencing) and thus, to increase cognitive diversity on a group level (Paulus & Brown, 2007), which 

is known to inspire participants to combine otherwise remote ideas into an original conceptual blend 

(e.g., Fink et al., 2011; Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006; Linder et al., 2014).  

As the exposure to other people’s tags leaves episodic memory traces of both verbatim and 

semantic information (Seitlinger et al., 2015), the tag-based circulation of diverse ideas should affect 

an individual’s mental organization of associations to a given topic. According to the relative strength 

model (Rohrer, 2002), the process of acquiring new associations mitigates the dominance of pre-

existing stereotyped responses and gives rise to a broader web of equally available ideas. In terms of 

creative cognition research, “the manner in which the associative strength around an idea is 

distributed” (Mednik, 1962, p. 222) is denoted associative hierarchy. Intuitively, the gradient of this 

hierarchy, i.e., the dominance of stereotyped responses, has significant consequences for creative 

ideation: a flat hierarchy, in which several associations exhibit high relative strengths, allows for a 

steadier stream of ideas, i.e., a higher ideational fluency, and a more creative encounter with a 

particular problem than a steep hierarchy, in which only few associations compete for retrieval (e.g., 

Mednik, 1962; Benedek & Neubauer, 2013). At the same time, however, the development of a flat 

associative hierarchy might run counter to more convergent dynamics, which have been given much 

attention in previous research on social tagging (e.g., Sen et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2014), namely 

the stabilization of the tag vocabulary that is created bottom-up during a collaborative information 

search (e.g., Ley & Seitlinger, 2015). If the availability of diverse responses and thus, ideational 

fluency increases, the choice of tags for bookmarked Web resources of a reoccurring topic should 

become more variable. Put differently, the positive impact of a flat associative hierarchy on ideational 

fluency should be mirrored by a decreased tendency of choosing similar tags for topically similar 

resources.  

In the following, we denote this expected pattern of an opposing effect of the associative 

hierarchy on the two (statistically independent) behavioral measures the ‘consistency-fluency 

tradeoff’. The first research question of this work is whether that tradeoff can be evidenced in two 

realistic information search scenarios at the workplace. In particular, to demonstrate the flattening 

impact of social cues (e.g., tagged bookmarks) on employees’ associative hierarchies by the 

manifestation of the tradeoff (decreased consistency and increased fluency), we let employees 

(university staff) bookmark and tag Web resources on a given topic (‘workspace redesign to move 

people’) both under an individual and collaborative search condition, i.e., in an unshared and shared 

bookmarking system. Under both conditions, we then examined each employee’s tagging consistency 

(extent of choosing similar tags for topically similar bookmarks) and ideational fluency (stream of 

responses in a free association task on a set of subtopics, such as ‘interior design’, ‘inspiration 

sources’, etc.) and expected the experimental variation (individual vs. collaborative) to disclose 

increases in fluency being accompanied by decreases in consistency, and vice versa.  
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Investigating the tradeoff appears important to us because it would imply (e.g., for system 

design) that the information search can be directed either towards convergence (i.e., tagging 

consistency) or divergence (i.e., ideational fluency) for the sake of aligning the vocabulary (e.g., Font, 

Serrà & Serra, 2015) or stimulating creation (e.g., Sauder & Yin, 2016), respectively, where it seems 

difficult to achieve both things the same time. In order to compensate for the hypothesized downside 

of mutual stimulation (decreased consistency), the second goal is to introduce and evaluate an 

effective tag recommendation mechanism (TRM; e.g., Font et al., 2015) that pushes the reuse of tags 

for certain topics even if associative hierarchies are flat. This TRM models an employee’s associations 

by tracking and consolidating tag choices for particular topics. Based on this memory-like 

representation of tagging behavior, the mechanism is able to mimic a resource-triggered search of 

memory (SoMe) for topically relevant tags. This should confer an advantage over conventional most 

popular tags (MPT) approaches, if associative hierarchies and in further consequence, rank-frequency 

distributions are flat. Therefore, the second research question is whether SoMe achieves high tag 

acceptance rates under a collaborative search where associative hierarchies are assumed to be flat, 

and, more specifically, whether the SoMe advantage (over MPT) is larger under the collaborative 

than individual search condition.  

 

Summarizing, while our first research question asks for empirical evidence of the fluency-

consistency tradeoff, the second points towards an effective strategy to cure inconsistent tagging 

behavior in case of ideational fluency. As both questions are built upon specific assumptions on the 

mental organization of employees’ associations, we first provide a more formal and process-oriented 

interpretation of an associative hierarchy in form of a stochastic model of memory search (section 2). 

Based on this model, we specify the assumed effect of social cues (during a collaborative search) on 

an associative hierarchy (section 2.1) and derive the hypotheses on the fluency-consistency tradeoff 

(section 2.1.1). After elucidating the problem of predicting and recommending tags under conditions 

of flat associative hierarchies (section 2.2), in a final step, we make use of the search model to present 

a solution to the recommendation problem in form of SoMe (section 2.2.1).  

 

2 A process-oriented interpretation of an associative hierarchy 

Our starting point of formalizing the associative hierarchy is the assumption that reflections upon 

objects (e.g., when tagging topics of an article, or generating ideas to approach a problem, etc.) are 

accompanied by a search of secondary memory (e.g., Seitlinger & Ley, 2016). Referring to a long-

standing research on search of memory (e.g., Bousfield & Sedgewick, 1944; Albert, 1968; 

Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980; Rohrer, 2002; Polyn, Norman & Kahana, 2009), this process is 

triggered by an environmental cue, such as a problem to be solved or an article to be tagged. This cue 

is assumed to activate a mental search set S (see Figure 1), a reservoir of associations, from which a 
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number of N targets (e.g., problem-relevant ideas, or topic-related aspects; schematized by black filled 

dots) can be sampled (i.e., brought to mind) with a particular search rate λ. 

 

 
Figure 1. Associative hierarchy as a mutual dependence of N (asymptotic number of topic-

related associations) and λ (rate of approach to N). 

 

The temporal dynamics of search are driven by an inverse relationship between N and λ (e.g., 

Bousfield, Sedgewick & Cohen, 1954; Kaplan, Carvellas & Metlay, 1969): If many ideas about a 

given problem or aspects of an article’s topic can come to mind (large N; right search set in Figure 1), 

the search rate is reduced (small λ) due to more competition between the available ideas – with “each 

[idea] competing against all of its peers” (Rohrer, 2002). Put differently, the mental search set is in a 

state of defocused activation (e.g., Martindale, 1995; Dorfman, Martindale, Gassimova & Vartanian, 

2008) that is distributed among several elements with comparatively low relative strengths. Such an 

activation state constitutes a flat associative hierarchy allowing for a slow but steady stream of ideas 

(Mednik, 1968). To the contrary, if only few ideas have strong associations to a given topic, the search 

set exhibits a state of focused activation shared among only few associations with high relative 

strengths (left search set in Figure 1). The resulting steep hierarchy becomes manifest in a fast 

retrieval (large λ) of only few ideas (small N). 

 As mentioned above, one way to reveal an employee’s associative hierarchy, i.e., to estimate 

N and λ, is to measure ideational fluency with respect to the topics of the collaborative information 

search. To this end, we have drawn on a particular paradigm, the free association task, and a 

corresponding stochastic model to analyze the response protocol and derive the two parameters. In the 

free association task, a participant is exposed to a cue (e.g., the topic ‘interior design’) and asked to 

name as many associations (ideas) that come to mind. The triggered stream of responses is recorded in 
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form of the cumulative number of unique ideas (ideational fluency) and then analyzed in terms of the 

temporal dynamics, i.e., inter-response times (in seconds; see schematic diagrams on the bottom of 

Figure 1). In the present study, we have conducted a Web-based free association task repeatedly (at the 

beginning of the study and after the individual as well as collaborative search condition) and have 

used the topics of the information search (e.g., ‘interior design’, ‘augmented reality’, etc.) as cues.   

 In order to derive estimates of N and λ from the recorded ideational fluency, search through 

memory can be approximated as a random search process following a repeated sampling-with-

replacement scheme (e.g., Bousfield & Sedgewick, 1944; Wixted & Rohrer, 1996; Unsworth & Engle, 

2007). At the beginning, i.e., on the first sample, S includes N targets (relevant ideas) and S – N non-

targets. Since sampled targets are replaced, the rate of producing new associations, λi, decreases 

linearly with the number of already sampled targets i according to λi = (N – i)λ (e.g., Albert, 1968). 

The consequence is an exponential decay function (Bousfield & Sedgewick, 1944) given by 

 

 F(t) = N(1 – e-λt)         (1), 

 

where F(t) represents the cumulative number of unique responses by time t. A large number of studies 

demonstrates that the cumulative exponential of Equation (1) can be fitted to the response protocol 

gathered by a free association task (e.g., Wixted & Rohrer, 1996) to estimate N and λ. In the present 

study, we have adopted this approach to characterize the associative hierarchies of the employees with 

respect to the topics explored during their information search.  

Next, we make use of this stochastic search scheme to specify the effect of social cues (e.g., 

tags) on an employee’s associative hierarchy and to derive our hypotheses on the fluency-consistency 

tradeoff.  

 

2.1 The impact of social cues on an associative hierarchy 

When employees collect and tag bookmarks of resources on the Web, we assume their thoughts 

and ideas to develop within an evolving practice that is co-created in a collective and artifact-mediated 

activity (e.g., Hutchins & Johnson, 2009). As a methodological consequence, we do not aim to 

decontextualize our unit of analysis, i.e., associative hierarchy, under laboratory conditions, but try to 

shed light on its relations to the (natural) environment and practice, in which it evolves and – at the 

same time – to which it contributes (e.g., Roepstorff, Niewöhner & Beck, 2010).  
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Figure 2. Tag-mediated mutual stimulation causes associative hierarchy to be flatter after a 

collaborative than individual information search. 

 

To attain a holistic picture of the evolving practice, we also consider the active role of non-

human actors (Latour, 2005), such as tag clouds or tag recommendation mechanisms (TRMs), which 

mediate the co-creation of environmental structures by distributing joint artifacts (e.g., social tags) and 

thus, affecting mental structures. For instance, we assume that an employee’s mental search set S, i.e., 

her or his set of associations activated by a given topic or problem, is affected by joint artifacts, e.g., 

tags that have been introduced by other employees and become visible through a tag cloud or TRM. 

Evidence for the assumed long-term influence of artifacts on mental associations comes from studies 

demonstrating perceived tags to leaf robust memory traces and to affect future tag choices (e.g., 

Seitlinger et al., 2015). Hence, given some of these experienced tags convey new and interesting ideas 

the employee hasn’t thought of before, the number N of topic-related associations (targets) should 

increase over time within the shared bookmarking system.  

Figure 2 illustrates this expectation and contrasts a collaborative with an individual search 

condition with regards to the development of an employee’s mental search set S. In the shared 

environment, the propagating role of the non-human actors (TRM and tag cloud) as well as the 

instruction to attend to each other’s contributions should expose an employee to more different 

perspectives on a given topic, resulting in more topic-relevant associations (black-filled dots) within S. 

The consequence should be a flattening of the associative hierarchy, i.e., a more defocused activation 

among elements in S (larger N) on the expense of each association’s relative strength and thus, 

availability (smaller λ). On the other hand, the activities within the unshared bookmarking system give 

rise to environmental structures that feed exclusively on individual contributions. In this case, the 

function of non-human actors is less to propagate new than to reinforce existing associations, resulting 
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in a smaller increase of new topic-relevant associations. This ‘individualistic’ interplay of 

environmental and mental structures mediated and reinforced by non-human actors should thus give 

rise to a comparatively steep associative hierarchy, i.e., a focused activation within S (small N) 

accompanied by a fast access to the correspondingly few associations (large λ).  

As already stated, we assume the shape of an associative hierarchy (steep vs. flat) to have 

opposing effects on ideational fluency on the one hand and tagging consistency on the other hand. 

This fluency-consistency tradeoff is described next as well as the two hypotheses following from it.  

 

2.1.1 Testing the fluency-consistency tradeoff: Hypotheses H1.1 and H1.2 

As already described in section 2, ideational fluency was measured by means of the stream of 

responses in a free association task characterized by N (the asymptotic number of associations) and λ 

(the rate of approach to the asymptote). Based on a number of studies on retrieving from semantic 

memory (for a review see Rohrer & Wixted, 1996), we assumed the following relationship: The flatter 

the hierarchy, the larger the estimate of N and the smaller the estimate of λ (see Figure 1). In the 

current study, each employee performed the task three times: at the beginning of the study (baseline 

measurement), after an individual and after a collaborative information search (counterbalanced 

repeated measurement). The stimuli were eight sub-topics of the search task (‘augmented reality’, 

‘health’, ‘interior design’, ‘gamification’, ‘inspiration sources’, ‘collaboration technologies’, 

‘personalization services’, ‘socializing’; for details see section 3.3.2) and held constant across the three 

points of measurement. Based on the assumption that the collaborative condition results in flatter 

associative hierarchies than the individual condition, the first hypothesis was that relative to the 

baseline measurement, employees exhibit a stronger increase in estimates of ideational fluency (larger 

N and smaller λ in the free association task) after the collaborative than after the individual search 

(H1.1). 

Tagging consistency, the second indicator applied to characterize an associative hierarchy, 

was defined as the extent to which similar tags were assigned to bookmarks of semantically similar 

resources, i.e., resources dealing with similar topics. With respect to its relationship to the associative 

hierarchy, we assumed that if several associations compete for indexing a topic (flat hierarchy), the 

tagging behavior for resources of that topic should be more variable than if only few associations have 

high probabilities being retrieved (steep hierarchy). To quantify consistency, we implemented a 

tagging interface that prompted an employee to describe each bookmark semantically (by selecting 

from a list of the eight search topics) and by a set of freely chosen tags. Thus, for two bookmarks x 

and y, we could calculate a topical similarity score ST (normalized topic overlap of x and y) and a 

verbatim similarity score SW (normalized tag overlap of x and y). Finally, we defined tagging 

consistency r(ST,SW) as the correlation between SO and ST across all pairs of collected bookmarks 

separately for the individual and collaborative search condition. See section 3.4 for more details on the 

two similarity scores and calculating r(ST,SW). Based on the assumption that the collaborative 
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condition results in flatter associative hierarchies than the individual condition, the second hypothesis 

was that estimates of r(SO,SW) are larger under the individual than collaborative information search 

(H1.2). 

Summarizing, the two hypotheses H1.1 and H1.2 specify the expected fluency-consistency 

tradeoff that is mediated by the associative hierarchy’s shape. While a flat hierarchy favors ideational 

fluency, a steep one brings forward its conceptual counterpart, i.e., tagging consistency.  

 

2.2 The challenge of predicting tags based on flat associative hierarchies 

It is, of course obvious that digital curation at work, i.e., collaborative search and organization 

for the sake of mutual inspiration, favors the tradeoff to the benefit of fluency. Put differently, in such 

a setting, employees are wise to prefer facing some inconsistency in the emerging tag vocabulary to 

curating an uncreative collection of Web resources. Nevertheless, methods that can be easily applied 

and integrated into the technical infrastructure to compensate for tagging inconsistency should further 

enhance curation. A corresponding strategy is to apply a tag recommendation mechanism (TRM; e.g., 

Sen et al., 2006; Font et al., 2015) that automatically suggests and therefore, prompts the reuse of 

already existing tags. A computationally effortless type of TRM implements the most popular tags 

(MPT) approach that recommends tags from the top of the rank frequency distribution. In the face of 

its simplicity, MPT has been shown to predict users’ tag choices at high accuracy rates (e.g., Trattner 

et al., 2016). In the following, however, we first derive the expectation that conditions that flatten 

individuals’ associative hierarchies – a desired effect on ideational fluency (see hypothesis H1.1) – 

decrease the accuracy of an MPT-based recommender. As a way out of this fluency-consistency 

tradeoff, we then present an effective strategy that implements the search of memory scheme (Figure 

1) and allows identifying topic-relevant tags despite of flat associative hierarchies. 

If hypothesis H1.2 holds, a steep associative hierarchy should be mirrored by a stable co-

occurrence of tags and topics: if we know the topic of a given resource, we can anticipate with high 

certainty the choice of tags. More formally, the entropy of a tag wi conditioned on a topic tj, which is 

given by  

 

€ 

H(wi | t j ) = p(wi | t j ) log
p(t j )

p(wi | t j )i, j
∑     (2), 

 

should be low. As a consequence, each of a set of frequent tags should be likely indexing a distinct 

topic. The emergence of such an unambiguous tag-topic co-occurrence pattern should prove ideal for 

applying an MPT-based TRM, because sampling from the top of the entire rank frequency distribution 

(i.e., sampling from MPT) results, at least theoretically, in a set of topically distinct tags. Due to its 

semantic diversity and high popularity, this set is likely including a subset of tags that fit the unknown 

resource an employee is bookmarking and tagging. 
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On the other hand, a flat associative hierarchy should co-vary with a high conditional entropy 

H(wi|tj): given a resource with a particular topic tj, tag choices w can be predicted only under high 

uncertainty. Under such inconsistent conditions, rank and frequency do not provide sufficient 

information to disambiguate the tag recommendation problem: sampling from MPT does not 

necessarily result in a set of semantically diverse tags; instead it is likely to obtain a set of prominent 

tags indexing the same or similar topics. In the extreme case of a uniform distribution, an MPT-based 

algorithm would even become a random generator.  

 

2.2.1 Modeling search of memory to disambiguate the tag recommendation problem: 

Hypothesis H2 

 As a computationally feasible alternative to MPT, we suggest a TRM that implements the 

search of memory (SoMe) scheme (Figure 1), i.e., the cue-based activation of a search set S (step 1) 

and subsequent selection of N cue-relevant associations (tags; step 2). Drawing on MINERVA2, a 

model of episodic memory (e.g., Hintzman, 1986; Kwantes, 2005), the SoMe recommender 

distinguishes a primary memory (PM) that represents the experienced retrieval cue (e.g., the resource 

being bookmarked and tagged) from a secondary memory (SM) – “the vast pool of largely dormant 

memory traces” (Hintzman, 1986, p. 412). In the present study, the retrieval cue in PM is represented 

as the subset of search topics the employee assigns to the present resource via a bookmarking interface 

(for details see section 3.3.2); a memory trace in SM is a record of each of the employee’s bookmarks, 

in particular, of the correspondingly chosen topics and tags. The set of all SM traces therefore 

provides a memory-like representation of employee-specific topic-tag associations (for notational and 

computational details see section 3.3.3.1).  

In the first step of the simulated PM-SM communication (cue-based activation of S), all traces 

in SM (topic-tag associations) are activated in parallel – according to their topical similarity to the cue 

(i.e., topic subset in PM): the more topics the cue and the trace have in common, the higher the trace’s 

activation. That way, we implement a simple mechanism of semantic resonance, by which those tags 

come to the fore that are associated with cue-relevant topics. In the second step, the SoMe 

recommender performs a frequency-based ranking within the subset of strongly activated traces in 

order to select N cue-relevant associations (tags).  

Summarizing, SoMe can be regarded a semantically resonant MPT approach that should 

improve MPT substantially, if the conditional entropy H(wi|tj) is high due to flat associative 

hierarchies. Based on the assumption that the collaborative condition results in flatter associative 

hierarchies than the individual condition, we raised the third hypothesis of this study: Hypothesis H2: 

The proposed tag recommender SoMe reaches higher levels of acceptance rate, i.e., is more likely 

recommending tags the user actually adopts for personal tag assignments, than MPT during a 

collaborative information search; no differences should be observed under the individual search 

condition. 
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3 Methods 

We investigated the three hypotheses within the scenario of a work-integrated information 

search on the topic ‘workspace redesign to move people’, which was supported by a bookmarking 

system for collecting (bookmarking) and tagging topic-relevant Web resources. The first general 

expectation was that a collaborative search condition (shared bookmarking system) on average results 

in a flatter associative hierarchy than an individual condition (unshared system) and that this 

difference manifests itself in a fluency-consistency tradeoff: a higher ideational fluency (H1.1) and a 

lower tagging consistency (H1.2). The second expectation was an interaction of the SoMe advantage 

(over MPT) with this tradeoff and particularly, to observe a stronger advantage under the collaborative 

than individual condition (H2).  

 

3.1.1 Participants 

18 university employees (6 female employees) were assembled from Graz University 

Technology (Knowledge Technologies Institute; n=12), Know Center Graz (n=4), and Tallinn 

University (Center for Educational Technologies; n=2) with an average age of 31.5 years (SD=5.5, 

ranging from 23 to 46 years). The employees’ backgrounds were computer science (n=10), 

psychology (n=5), mathematics (n=2), and historical studies (n=1). 

 

3.2 Design 

The first independent variable, denoted ‘Social Setting’, differentiated between a collaborative 

and an individual information search. The latter took place in a separate bookmarking system only 

displaying each employee’s own Web resources (in form of a list) as well as her/his own tags (in form 

of a tag cloud). Under the collaborative condition, the employees shared a social bookmarking system 

making available the resources and tags of all the system’s members. To increase statistical power, we 

realized a counterbalanced repeated measurement design: Every employee collected Web resources 

under both conditions for two weeks each, where one half of the participants switched from the 

individual to the collaborative and the other half from the collaborative to the individual condition. For 

statistical analyses, we then merged the data of the two individual and the two collaborative study 

halves. The second independent variable was ‘Type of TRM’ (MPT vs. SoMe; within subjects): When 

an employee bookmarked and tagged a new Web resource, (s)he could choose from a set of 

recommended tags that was generated either by MPT or SoMe – with an equal chance for either TRM 

being applied.  

The dependent variables were (a) ideational fluency (measured by a Web-based free association 

task each employee performed at the beginning, after the individual, and after the collaborative search 

condition), (b) tagging consistency (determined by a log file-based analysis on the correlation between 

the topical similarity ST and the tag similarity SW of an employee’s bookmarks), and (c) acceptance 
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rate of the tags generated by the two TRMs. Each of these variables and its operationalization are 

described in section 3.4. For the sake of a comprehensible presentation, however, we first describe 

some more details on the search task as well as the technical infrastructure. 

 

3.3 Search Task and Bookmarking System 

3.3.1 Instruction 

Instructions and passwords (to enter the bookmarking system) were sent via e-mail. The 

instruction described the search topic, which was ‘workspace (re)design to move people – improving 

knowledge exchange and creation in your work group’. For the coming four weeks, the employees 

were asked to imagine the task of writing a state of the art for a project proposal that ‘sheds light on 

the topic from different perspectives’. To this end, each employee had to bookmark at least three to 

four Web resources (e.g., articles, videos) per week and to annotate each bookmark ‘by means of 

predefined topics (e.g., ‘inspiration sources & techniques’) and freely chosen tags (e.g., 

‘physical_proximity’, ‘random_encounters’, etc.)’. Under the collaborative condition, the employee 

was also instructed to attend to each other’s contributions (tags and shared bookmarks) to get to know 

different perspectives on the task. The process of annotating a bookmark, i.e., choosing topics and 

assigning tags, was supported by a bookmarking interface and a TRM described next. 

 

3.3.2 Bookmarking interface  

A Web resource was bookmarked by means of an interface displayed in Figure 3, which 

prompted an employee to annotate a resource by (i) choosing one or several topics from a predefined 

eight-item list (number 2), and (ii) assigning tags by choosing from a list of recommendations (number 

3) and/or typing in personal tags (number 4).  

The list of topics (‘Interior design’, ‘Inspiration sources & techniques’, ‘Collaboration 

technologies’, ‘Gamification & Playfulness’, ‘Personalization services’, ‘Augmented reality’, 

‘Wellbeing & health’, and ‘Socializing’) was gathered through an idea generation task before the start 

of the study1 and served methodological and technical reasons: The subset of chosen topics, denoted T, 

was logged for a later analysis of the employee’s tagging consistency (see section 3.4.2) as well as to 

trigger the presentation of the set of recommended tags, denoted WREC. The recommendations were 

generated either by MPT or SoMe (see next section), where only the latter tag recommendation 

mechanism (TRM) used T as a semantic input to identify topic-relevant tags. Though the generation of 

WREC was independent of T in case of MPT, the act of selecting the topics (i.e., specifying T) was 

                                                        
1 One week before the study, each employee was asked to participate in an online idea generation task 
and to ‚list as many design ideas as possible for a workspace, which could improve the exchange and 
creation of knowledge in your working group’. All listed ideas were subjected to a qualitative content 
analysis – identifying the most important workspace dimensions mentioned by the employees and 
reducing these dimensions to the eight topics. 
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obligatory in order to keep its potential (cognitive) impact on the subsequent tag choices constant 

across the two TRMs. 

 

  
Figure 3. Bookmarking interface to collect a Web resource (number 1), to classify it by choosing 

from a list of pre-defined topics (number 2), to receive a set of recommended tags (number 3), 

and to make a tag assignment (number 4) 

 

3.3.3 Recommendation mechanisms 

3.3.3.1 SoMe 

This type of TRM was designed to mimic an employee’s search of memory when tagging a 

current Web resource (see section 2.2.1) and hence, consisted of a primary memory (PM) and 

secondary memory (SM) component. The role of PM was to represent the resource being tagged in 

terms of the chosen topics and to search SM for tags that the employee had assigned to bookmarks 

with similar topics.  

Structure of memory. To model PM, a probe P was formed as an 8-element, binary (1,0) feature 

vector – with each feature j representing one of the eight topics and taking on the value +1, if it was 

assigned to the current resource. SM was represented as a matrix B, with each row i being a binary 

(1,0) feature vector representing a bookmark in the employee’s previous information search. The first j 

= 1,…,8 positions indexed the topic-features, the subsequent j=(8+1),…,(8+n) positions indexed the 

tag-features, where n was the number of tags generated within the whole bookmarking system.  

Search of memory. To mimic a search of memory, SoMe proceeded in two steps: First, in a 

process of resonance, P interacted with the topic features (j = 1,…,8) of each row i in B to generate an 

1"
2"

3"

4"
5"

Select topics 

Select a topic 
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overall value of activation A(i) given by the cubed cosine between P and the row’s first 8 feature 

values. Second, the mechanism estimated R(j), i.e., the extent to which a feature resonated with the 

probe, by multiplying all features of each trace by the trace’s activation A(i) and then, summing these 

products across all m traces, given by 

 

€ 

R( j) = A(i)B(i, j)
i=1

m
∑         (3). 

 

Under the individual search condition, the tags, i.e., j=(8+1),…,(8+n), with the 7 highest 

resonance values R(j) were included in WREC and displayed in the bookmarking interface (number 3 in 

Figure 3). Under the collaborative condition, an average resonance value 

€ 

R( j) was calculated by 

mimicking a search of each employee’s memory B and averaging across the individual R(j) values. 

Finally, the 7 highest ranked 

€ 

R( j) values were included in WREC. 

 

3.3.3.2 MPT 

This type of TRM only considered the reuse count of tags and thus, determined the current rank-

frequency distribution of all tags that had been generated in the shared (collaborative) or unshared 

(individual) bookmarking system. Then, the seven highest ranked tags were included into WREC and 

displayed in the bookmarking interface. 

 

3.4 Measures and Statistical Analysis 

 

3.4.1 Free Association Task (FAT) to observe ideational fluency 

To measure ideational fluency, every employee generated free associations for 60 seconds to 

each of the eight topics (section 3.3.2) in a Web-based FAT at the beginning (baseline measurement) 

and after each of the two search conditions (individual and collaborative). Per employee and per point 

of measurement (baseline, individual, collaborative), we gathered an average FAT response protocol, 

which was the cumulative number of associations per second averaged across the eight stimuli 

(topics). In a final step, we merged the average protocols of all 18 employees to characterize the 

average ideational fluency under each of the three points of measurement in terms of N and λ (by 

fitting the cumulative exponential of Equation 1).   

 

3.4.2 Tagging Consistency  

To measure each employee’s tagging consistency, we first extracted from the log data all the 

bookmarks that (s)he had collected, where each bookmark was characterized semantically by the set of 

selected topics (e.g., ‘interior design’, ‘inspiration sources’), denoted T, and by the set of assigned tags 

(e.g., ‘creativity’, ‘curation’, ‘mental_fixation’; see also section 3.3.2) denoted W. Then, for each pair 

of the employee’s bookmarks we calculated two scores, a topic similarity score ST and a tag similarity 
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score SW, by applying the Jaccard index. Thus, for any two bookmarks x and y, ST and SW were given 

by  

ST(x,y) = |Tx ∩ Ty| / |Tx	∪ Ty|       (4), 

 

SW(x,y) = |Wx ∩ Wy| / |Wx	∪ Wy|       (5). 

 

E.g., if Tx is {‘inspiration sources & techniques’, ‘collaboration technologies’} and Ty is 

{‘collaboration technologies’, ‘personalization services’}, the intersect and union of both sets include 

one and three elements, respectively, resulting in ST=1/3. In section 2.1.1, we defined tagging 

consistency as the correlation between ST and SW. Therefore, to quantify the predicted differences in 

consistency between the individual and collaborative condition, we performed a regression of SW on 

the continuous predictor ST and the categorical predictor ‘Search Condition’, and included an 

interaction term to test the predicted assumption of different slopes under the individual and 

collaborative condition. 

 

3.4.3 Tag acceptance rate  

The tag acceptance rate was measured calculating the precision and recall of the 

recommendations generated by MPT and SoMe. Each time an employee collected a new bookmark 

and classified it by selecting a set of topics, the bookmarking interface (Error! Reference source not 

found.) displayed a set of x=7 recommended tags (number 3 in Figure 3), denoted WREC, and the 

employee was free to type in personal tags and/or to choose tags from WREC. If WAPP denotes the set of 

tags actually applied by the employee, the metrics of precision and recall are calculated by the 

following two fractions: 

 

precision = |WAPP ∩ WREC| / |WRec|       (6), 

 

recall = |WAPP ∩ WREC| / |WAPP|       (7). 

 

To combine both metrics and to derive a single score, the harmonic mean of precision and recall 

is calculated, which is denoted F-score and given by 

 

 F-score = 2 * precision * recall / (precision + recall)    (8). 

 

Note that these metrics depend on the number of elements (tags) included in WREC, and thus, 

precision, recall and the F-score are usually determined for each possible x, which varied between x=1 

and x=7 in the present study. Following this evaluation practice, we determined the average F-score 
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under the four factorial combinations and for every x. For statistical analysis, we then performed a 2 

(Search Condition) × 2 (Type of TRM) repeated measures ANOVA on the F-score, taking x as the 

unit of analysis.  

 

4 Results 

Our research design and methodology aimed at investigating the assumption that an individual’s 

associative hierarchy becomes flatter during interactions with joint artifacts (i.e., social tags) that are 

propagated in a shared bookmarking system by virtue of non-human actors (i.e., tag clouds, TRMs). 

Based on this assumption, we expected a fluency-consistency tradeoff that becomes manifest in a 

higher ideational fluency (H1.1) and a lower tagging consistency (H1.2) under the collaborative than 

individual information search. As a further consequence, we expected an interaction with the 

performance of the tag recommender SoMe, i.e., a larger advantage over the baseline recommender 

MPT under the collaborative than individual condition (H2). In the following, we first present the 

results on the fluency-consistency tradeoff and then, the tradeoff’s interaction with the expected SoMe 

advantage over MPT.  

 

4.1 Fluency-Consistency Tradeoff: Hypotheses H1.1 and H1.2 

 

Hypothesis H1.1. Our first hypothesis H1.1 was that employees exhibit a higher ideational 

fluency in a free association task (FAT; larger N and smaller λ) after a collaborative than individual 

information search.  Figure 4 presents the average ideational fluency data – cumulative associations 

(workspace design ideas) generated by 18 employees to eight different topics as a function of time 

(seconds) – before the study start (baseline condition; black-filled circles), after the individual search 

condition (squares), and after the collaborative search condition (triangles). In accordance with 

research on retrieval from semantic memory (e.g., Rohrer, 2002), the rate of producing new 

associations slowed continuously in time and could be well described by the cumulative exponential 

given by Equation 1. The best-fitting parameter estimates of the exponentials (grey solid lines), 

together with the percent of variance explained, are presented in Table 1.  

First, the comparison to the baseline latency distribution reveals a general learning effect of the 

search task: the employees appeared to reach larger estimates of N (number of associations given 

unlimited time) accompanied by smaller estimates of λ (rate of approach to N) both after the individual 

and collaborative search condition. This pattern suggests that the employees could increase their 

knowledge, i.e., extend the pool of ideas about the eight search topics during information search. In 

particular, an initial concentration of association strengths in a comparatively small pool of 

associations (steep hierarchy) became more evenly distributed among a larger number of associations 

(flatter hierarchy) in the course of the study.  
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Figure 4. Cumulative free association latency distribution 

Second, the parameter estimates lend support to hypothesis H1.1 by revealing the search-based 

learning effect to be more strongly pronounced after the collaborative than individual condition: after 

collecting and tagging bookmarks in an environment shared among several employees for a period of 

two weeks, the employees were able to emit a steadier stream of responses (larger N and smaller λ) 

than after performing the same task for the same time in an unshared system. 

 

Table 1. Best-fitting parameter estimates of association latency distributions  

Point of 

measurement 
N λ 

Variance 

explained 

Baseline 25.0 .0039 .978 

Individual 35.1 .0030 .988 

Collaborative 44.8 .0025 .989 

 

These results already harmonize with the assumption of mutual stimulation through joint artifacts, 

i.e., social tags that act as sign vehicles propagating diverse ideas among the employees. From a 

learning perspective, this process is highly desirable as it gives rise to a flatter associative hierarchy 

reflected by a relatively slow but continuous retrieval of ideas (e.g., Mednik, 1962) supporting a more 

creative encounter with the underlying topic (e.g., Benedek & Neubauer, 2013). At the same time, 

however, a broader distribution of associative strengths around a given topic might result in a stronger 

variability in tag choices for related Web resources. In the following, we therefore investigated this 

tradeoff, i.e., the hypothesized downside of a flatter associative hierarchy, namely a higher tagging 

inconsistency (hypothesis H1.2). 
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Hypothesis H1.2.  Our second hypothesis was that a flatter associative hierarchy under the 

collaborative condition should become manifest in a more inconsistent tagging behavior, i.e., in a 

weaker tendency to assign similar tags to topically similar Web resources. In particular, H1.2 was that 

the relationship between SW and ST is stronger under an individual than collaborative search condition. 

To test H1.2, we first gathered all pairs of an employee’s bookmarks, determined each pair’s tag and 

topical similarity (SW and ST, respectively; see Equations 4 and 5) and finally, performed a regression 

of SW on the continuous predictor ST and the categorical predictor ‘Search Condition’.  

685 data points entered the regression, which consisted of the 361 bookmark pairs of the 

individual and of the 324 bookmark pairs of the collaborative condition. The model explained about 

13% of variance in the tag similarity SW of an employee’s pair of bookmarks (adjusted R2 = 0.132, p < 

.001) and yielded a highly significant effect for the predictor ST (t = 9.89, p <.001), and – in line with 

H1.2 – a highly significant interaction between this continuous predictor and the categorical predictor 

‘Search Condition’ (t = -4.44, p <.001). Table 2 shows the estimates of the model’s intercept and slope 

and how these estimates change as a function of ‘Search Condition’.  

 

Table 2. Summary of the regression of SW (tag similarity of a bookmark pair) on ST (the pair’s 
topical similarity) and ‘Search Condition’ 

Search Condition Intercept Slope 
Individual β0 = 0.05 β1 = 0.39 

Collaborative β0 + α = 0.12 β1 + β2 = 0.13 
Note. α = 0.07; β2  = -0.25 

 

Under the individual information search, the standardized coefficient β1 (i.e., the slope of the 

predictor ST) takes on the value of about 0.40, which – referring to Cohen (1988) – is indicative of an 

effect size ranging between medium and large. Thus, the higher ST, i.e., the higher the topical 

similarity of two Web resources collected by an employee, the higher is the similarity of the tags SW 

applied to that pair of Web resources. However, as Table 2 also shows, the predictor’s slope 

significantly declines under the collaborative condition and, in fact, takes on the value of only 0.13, 

which is indicative of a small effect size. Thus, the small amount of variance explained (ca. 13%) in 

the whole dataset can probably be attributed to the fact that ST is a substantial predictor of SW only 

under the condition of an individual information search.  

These results are well in accordance with H1.2, which assumes that under the collaborative 

condition, the tendency to reapply the same tags for reoccurring topics (semantically similar Web 

resources) is smaller than under the individual condition. Therefore, we observed opposing effects of 

the variable ‘Search Condition’ on two statistically independent measures and hence, obtained strong 

evidence of the fluency-consistency tradeoff: While a tag-based sharing of bookmarks during 

information search had a facilitating effect on ideational fluency, it appeared to reduce the consistency 

of tag assignments. We attribute both effects to one single phenomenon, i.e., a flatter associative 

hierarchy. If strength of association is distributed among several responses, ideas can be assumed 
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being emitted at no great expense (see Figure 4). On the other hand, this very same mental 

organization should exacerbate a consistent choice of tags for objects of a particular topic (e.g., Table 

2). Put differently, given a topic tj, we can predict a tag choice wi with less certainty, if associative 

hierarchies are flat. Indeed and as already expected in section 2.2, Table 3 reveals that the conditional 

entropy H(wi|tj) of each of the seven most popular tags (MPT) is always larger under the collaborative 

than individual search condition. 

 

Table 3. Conditional entropy H(wi|t) and standard deviation (in brackets) for the first i=1,…,7 

most popular tags under the individual and collaborative search condition 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Individual 
.54 

(.07) 

.40 

(.09) 

.35 

(.11) 

.37 

(.05) 

.24 

(.09) 

.11 

(.08) 

.22 

(.06) 

Collaborative 
.83 

(.04) 

.91 

(.05) 

.85 

(.08) 

.86 

(.09) 

.89 

(.09) 

.62 

(.12) 

.61 

(.08) 

 

This begs the question of how we are to deal with this downside of a flat associative hierarchy, i.e., the 

fluency-consistency tradeoff. One answer can be found in the application of tag recommendation 

mechanisms (TRM), which can be seen as non-human actors (Webster, Gibbins, Halford & Hracs, 

2016) to which developers of social information systems delegate the intention to stabilize users’ 

tagging vocabulary. However, as outlined in section 2.2, increased estimates of H(wi|tj) make the tag 

prediction problem even more complicated. In particular, it becomes less likely to identify topically 

relevant tags simply by relying on a tag’s reuse frequency (as in the case of MPT). Instead, under 

conditions of flatter associative hierarchies, we argued for a TRM identifying tags that are both 

topically relevant (match the resource) and familiar (match the employee’s tagging behavior). The 

proposed tag recommender SoMe (see sections 2.2.1 and 3.3.3.1) realizes such a strategy by 

simulating a resource-driven search through memory. In the following, we therefore test the 

hypothesis that SoMe outperforms an MPT-based TRM under the collaborative condition where 

associative hierarchies are flat and thus, H(wi|tj) is high; the advantage should diminish in an 

individual information search where associative hierarchies are steep and H(wi|tj) is low. 

 

4.2 Performance of the SoMe tag recommendation mechanism (TRM) 

 

Hypothesis H2. The tag recommender SoMe was designed to improve the recommendation of 

tags under a collaborative condition, i.e., conditions of flat associative hierarchies and high estimates 

of H(wi|tj). We therefore hypothesized an interaction between ‘Type of TRM’ (MPT vs. SoMe) and 

‘Search Condition’ with respect to the tag acceptance rate and in particular, a larger SoMe advantage 

under the collaborative condition. To test this interaction, we extracted all tagging events under each 
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of the four factorial combinations and compared the set of recommended tags (WREC) with the set of 

actually applied tags (WAPP) by calculating the F-score (Equation 8). Figure 5 presents the results. 

Under the individual condition (left diagram), the two recommenders appear to reach similar estimates 

of the F-score for a varying number x of recommended tags (drawn on the abscissa). Averaged over x, 

the F-scores achieved by MPT and SoMe are 0.29 (SD=0.04) and 0.30 (SD=0.03), respectively. Note 

that comparisons with offline studies suggest that this average score of about 0.30 is indicative of a 

comparatively high acceptance rate, i.e., a relatively large proportion of recommended tags that have 

been adopted by the employees independent of the mechanism. For instance, in an offline study 

conducted by Trattner et al. (2016), the most accurate tag recommender (out of ten) yielded an average 

F-score of 0.35 in a large-scale dataset extracted from the social bookmarking system Bibsonomy (see 

Trattner et al., 2016, p. xx, table xx). This means that during an individual information search, where 

employees exhibit comparatively steep associative hierarchies both MPT and SoMe generated 

recommendations at a high acceptance rate. 

 

  
Figure 5. Tag acceptance rate achieved by the MPT and SoMe for a varying number of 
recommended tags (x=1,…,7) under the individual (left) and collaborative search (right) 

 

As expected, however, the relation between the two recommenders changed under the 

collaborative condition (right plot), where, descriptively, SoMe reached higher estimates of the F-

score than MPT across all values of x. In this case, the average and x-independent scores for SoMe and 

MPT are 0.34 (SD=0.06) and 0.27 (SD=0.05), respectively. Thus, we observed an interaction between 

the variables ‘Search Condition’ and ‘Type of TRM’ and found that SoMe outperformed MPT only 

during a collaborative information search. The results of the ANOVA supported this interpretation by 

yielding a significant effect for the interaction of the two variables (F1,6=12.45, p<.05). Beyond that, 

the test yielded a significant main effect for ‘Type of TRM’ (F1,6=53.96, p<.001) but not for ‘Search 
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Condition’ (F1,6=0.19, n.s.). Due to the interaction, we did not consider the main effect and concluded 

in line with H2 that the SoMe-advantage over MPT only applies to the collaborative condition. 

 These results demonstrate that the MPT-based approach is less appropriate to predict and 

support individual tagging behavior, if it is embedded into a collaborative search scenario where 

associative hierarchies tend to be flat. A considerably more effective strategy to derive topically 

relevant recommendations under inconsistent tagging patterns appears to be the simulation of a 

resource-triggered search through associative memory for semantically resonant words. Therefore, the 

proposed recommender SoMe seems to implement a promising approach that helps curing the 

consistency-fluency tradeoff. 

 

4.3 Summary and Discussion 

The first goal of the study was to investigate the question whether mutual stimulation during a 

collaborative and Web-based information search has an impact on an employee’s mental organization 

of associations around a given topic. In particular, we expected a tag-mediated circulation of ideas 

(collaborative search) to let an employee’s associative hierarchy become flatter, which should be 

indicated by a tradeoff between an increase in ideational fluency and a decrease in tagging 

consistency. The second goal was to introduce and test the tag recommendation mechanism SoMe 

designed to push the reuse of tags and thus, to compensate for the hypothesized inconsistency in a 

collaborative search condition.  

First, the task of searching for Web resources was found to change the associative structure and to 

flatten the hierarchy (larger number N of available associations and smaller rate λ of depletion) 

independent of the social setting, i.e., both under a collaborative and individual information search (in 

a shared and unshared bookmarking system, respectively). Beyond that, this effect appeared to be 

larger under the collaborative than individual condition and became manifest in a fluency-consistency 

tradeoff. In line with hypothesis H1.1., the flatter hierarchy under the collaborative condition allowed 

for a steadier stream of ideas in response to a particular topic (e.g., ‘interior design’); at the same time, 

it also caused a more variable assignment of tags to re-occurring topics during Web search, thereby 

lending support to H1.2.  

From a psycho-pedagogical perspective, we therefore gained evidence of a positive impact of 

mutual stimulation on individual learning processes: a higher ideational fluency facilitates creative 

cognition to the extent that it increases the probability of bringing otherwise dissociated ideas for a 

new and useful combination into ideational contiguity (e.g., Mednik, 1962; Benedek & Neubauer, 

2013). From the perspective of information retrieval, however, a tradeoff on the expense of 

consistency exacerbates the stabilization of the tagging vocabulary and thus, organization of already 

collected resources.  

In order to compensate for this downside of mutual stimulation and to support a tag-based 

collaborative information search, we deduced and evaluated the tag recommendation mechanism 
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(TRM) SoMe from the search of memory scheme. By mimicking a resource-triggered search of 

associative memory (topic-tag associations) to identify and recommend topically relevant tags, SoMe 

achieved adequate tag acceptance rates and, under the collaborative condition, outperformed a baseline 

TRM built upon the most popular tags (MPT) approach (H2). The SoMe advantage during a 

collaborative search provided evidence of the model’s validity (in representing an associative 

hierarchy) and showed flat associative hierarchies to be mirrored by flat rank-frequency tag 

distributions. Under such conditions of inconsistency, a tag’s topical relevance (modeled by the search 

through memory) had to be taken into account in addition to the tag’s familiarity (modeled by 

frequency) in order to anticipate an employee’s tagging behavior accurately. 

 

5 Conclusion 

From a conceptual viewpoint, the present study aims to contribute to the development of socio-

cognitive models of technology-enhanced group cognition (e.g., Ley et al., 2014). As the introduction 

already puts it, the model of search through memory (see Figure 1) serves as starting point to specify 

the notion of an associative hierarchy that we assume to be enacted when users (here, employees) 

reflect on objects (e.g., problems, Web resources; Seitlinger & Ley, 2016). However, the unit of 

analysis we are trying to shed light on transcends the boundaries of “inner and private activity of the 

organism” and encompasses organism-environment interactions (Järvilehto, 1998, p. 325). More 

specifically, the main question we raise is how individual reflections (modeled as interplay between 

environmental cues and mental representations of past experiences) shape the environmental co-

creation (e.g., by adding bookmarks and annotations), and how these artifactual contributions in turn 

affect other employees’ reflections (e.g., by extending their mental search sets and flattening their 

associative hierarchies) through the propagating role of non-human actors (e.g., tag clouds and TRMs; 

see also Figure 2).  

We therefore adopt a stance similar to the approach of Nijstad & Stroebe (2006) who also embed a 

model of memory search (SAM; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) into a socio-cognitive framework to 

examine mutual stimulation during group brainstorming. However, to account for natural behavior at 

the workplace (e.g., collaborative information search), we further extend this approach by considering 

the role of artifactual structure as well as non-human actors that participate and actively influence the 

collective activity (e.g., Hutchins, 2010; Ley, Seitlinger & Pata, 2016). For instance, research on idea 

generation in groups (e.g., Paulus & Brown, 2007) demonstrates that it is the whole socio-technical 

arrangement that determines whether group cognition either leads to mutual stimulation and 

collaborative facilitation or to mutual interference and collaborative fixation (e.g., Weldon & 

Bellinger, 1997; Kohn & Smith, 2011). Only if functionalities help eliminate production blocking 

(turn taking) and increase attention towards others’ thoughts, a collaborative condition tends to 

outperform a nominal group, i.e., the pooled performance of independently working individuals (e.g., 

Gallupe, Bastianutti & Cooper, 1991; Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006; Paulus & Brown, 2007). Similarly, in 
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the collaborative information search of the present study, tag clouds and TRMs drew employees’ 

attention to different perspectives and consequently, let them develop flatter associative hierarchies 

than in the individual condition. This example also illustrates the notion of artifacts’ multistability 

(e.g., Verbeek, 2005): the function they take and unfold depends not only on the developers’ original 

intention but also on the emerging interactions with the human actors who apply them for an evolving 

purpose. For instance, the tag clouds and TRMs under the individual condition tended to take a self-

reinforcing function and gave rise to steep associative hierarchies supporting convergent thinking. In 

the collaborative condition, on the other hand, they took a propagating role that flattened the 

hierarchies and prompted divergent trains of thought. Therefore, this work also contributes to research 

on the development of creativity support tools, which draws much attention to functionalities 

supporting processes of indexical referencing (e.g., Sarmiento & Stahl, 2009) and prompting as a type 

of collaborative stimulation (e.g., Sauder & Jin, 2016). Our results not only demonstrate these 

processes to indeed facilitate group creativity, but also points towards ways of technical realization 

(social tagging combined with effective TRMs).  

Finally, the evaluation of the tag recommender SoMe demonstrates that modeling creative group 

cognition as a distributed phenomenon with mental and artifactual shares yields technical advantages 

too. While in the present work, an abstract scheme of memory search and a simple computational 

interpretation sufficed to account for a comparatively simple behavior (i.e., choosing tags), 

continuative research questions on Human-Web interactions could require more complex models of 

memory search. For instance, context retrieval models (e.g., Polyn et al., 2009) would allow 

specifying and parameterizing executive processes (e.g., switching internal context states) that take 

part in higher-level cognition (e.g., reflection and formation of information goals) during Web 

exploration (Seitlinger & Ley, 2016). Thus, the present paper motivates subsequent studies on 

corresponding user models and non-human actors applied in a collaborative information search. The 

representation of web-based collaboration through a community of such actors could allow 

interpreting group processes in socio-cognitive terms and, in the sense of Kerne et al. (2014), detecting 

as well as curing states of collaborative fixation for the sake of information-based ideation.  
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